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Sociological approaches to inequality and injustice
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Background


Research on urban water struggles in Mexico (1980s onwards)




Long-term perspective (Water, Power, and Citizenship; Palgrave, 2006)

Research on social and political conflicts over water privatization in Africa,
Europe, and Latin America (1990s to date)


PRINWASS Project (http://www.prinwass.org)




Project reports; Book in the making: Against Water Privatization. Critiquing Neoliberal Water
Policy (Palgrave, expected 2011)

Ongoing Projects


Governance and citizenship in the interface between basin management,
water and sanitation services and public health networks





GOBACIT http://www.gobacit.org
WATERLAT http://www.waterlat.org

Edited book on Water and Sanitation Services: Public Policy and Management,
(Earthscan, 2009). http://www.earthscan.co.uk/?tabid=42724

13/06/2011
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Sociology and the environment


Researching the causes of environmental
problems



Understanding and explaining the raise of
environmental awareness and social action
about environmental problems




Hannigan

Exploring how “patterns of social relationships,
cultural forms, political practices and economic
institutions” are interwoven with environmental
change


j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk

Benton and Redclift
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Environmental sociology explanations (examples)



On the causes of environmental destruction
 “Ecological”

explanations



e.g. Catton and Dunlap’s theory of “competing environmental
functions”



The environment as “supply depot”, “living space”, and “waste
repository”

j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Environmental sociology explanations (examples) …



On the causes of environmental destruction …
 “political

economy” explanations



e.g. Schnaiberg’s theory of “the treadmill of production”



A self-reinforcing mechanism driven by the search for private
profit that leads to unsustainable levels of environmental
degradation

j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Environmental sociology explanations (examples) …


On the raise of environmental awareness and social action …


The “reflection” hypothesis




The “post-materialist” hypothesis




e.g. Dunlap and Scarce’s link between evidence of environmental
degradation and the rise of environmental mobilization since the
1970s

e.g. Inglehart’s argument about post-materialist values

The “new social movements” hypothesis


Environmental mobilization arising from internal tensions in Western
society (e.g. Habermas)
j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Let’s move back for some conceptual
clarification


Environment?



Nature?



Ecological processes?



What is their link with sociology?

j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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“Environment” vs “nature”




“Nature” as opposed to “environment”


Nature as an abstract conception of the nonhuman world (the conditions of life in general)



Environment as the most immediate
surrounding elements and conditions

“Environment” as a relational concept
j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Environment or nature …
“Nature”

Environment of subject A

Subject A

j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Environment or nature …


However, “environment” is also used to mean


the non-human world = “nature” (entities, species, processes)
 the surrounding (what surrounds or environs)
 the non-natural, artificial world (human, social, built environment)


Nature/natural


Human and non-human nature



Positive and negative connotations




Nature as pristine and untouched
vs
Nature as wild and backward
j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Environment or nature …


Nature vs nurture


human nature as given, unalterable internal
essence
vs

 human

or social environment as external
influence

j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Environment and nature in social theory


Criticism directed by some authors to
classical social science:




the environment taken as a background of
human history
predominant anthropocentric approach

j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Environment and nature in social theory …




This would have been the result of a reaction to the
influence of biological thinking in the social sciences


Reaction from humanist traditions of social thought



Insistence on distinctiveness between the social and
‘natural’ orders

“how do we open up to investigation the relationship
between humans and the rest of nature, without
letting in the ‘Trojan Horse’ of biological
determinism?”
(Benton and Redclift, 1994: 4)

j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Environment and nature in social theory …


Dualistic oppositions characterizing classical
sociological thought about the environment
(+ gendered)
mind
culture
artificial
human

matter
nature
natural
non human

…

…

[reason]
[subject/ivity]
[men]

[emotion]
[object/ivity]
[women]
j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Environment and nature in social theory …


The natural-artificial “continuum”



“green” approaches (naturalness)
technocentric approaches

HUMAN-MADE
OR
PERFECTED
NATURE

PRISTINE
NATURE

j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Environment and nature in social theory …


The superiority of the artificial
“If the artificial is not better than the natural, to
what end are all the arts of life?”
John Stuart Mill



Pre-modern and modern strands (perfecting
nature; technological determinism..)

j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Environment and nature in social theory …


The naturalist-constructionist divide
 The

environment as given, neutral, “objective”

vs.
 The environment as “constructed” by humans
within alternative frames of reference (e.g.
urban, rural, etc.)


Conceptual vs. material processes of construction

j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Environment and nature in social theory …


Main trends


Naturalistic Reductionism






Technological Determinism






Scientific knowledge autonomous, progressive, tool for
mastering nature
Extreme forms: Promethean, Cornucopian or optimistic
technological determinism
Managerialist technological environmentalism

Sociological reductionism




Malthusianism
Deep Green ecology
Ecofeminism (essentialist)

‘Oversocialized views of humanity and nature’ (Benton)

Mainstream and critical approaches
j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Examples of critical and mainstream approaches
Critical

Naturalist

Social
Constructionist

Mainstream

Anarchism, (e.g.
Kropotkin)

Malthusianism
Sociobiology

Marxism
Political ecology

Neoclassical
economics

Barry, 1999
j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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The challenge of interdisciplinarity


Producing knowledge about the environment
requires both



specifying social patterns and processes
and their interrelation with “natural” patterns and
processes


Examples: climate change; pollution; biodiversity loss,
etc.
j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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The challenge of interdisciplinarity …


The immanent regularities of social figurations are
identical


neither with regularities of the ‘mind’, of individual
reasoning,



nor with regularities of what we call ‘nature’,



even though functionally all these different dimensions of
reality are indissolubly linked to each other.
Norbert Elias, The Civilizing Process
j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Example: co-evolving socio-ecological regime

Co-evolving
biological,
physical, chemical,
processes

Co-evolving
policyinstitutional,
political, cultural,
economicfinancial,
scientific, and
technical
processes

Ecological/
environmental
processes

Social
processes

Natural baseline

Currently prevailing socio-natural regime

Time

j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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X-disciplinarity in historical perspective


Knowledge, and particularly scientific knowledge, has
followed a path towards ever greater specialization and
compartmentalization: disciplinization



From Aristotle’s division of knowledge into branches (logic,
physics and ethics) through the modern professionalization
of scientific work (from the mid 19th century onwards)





24

establishment of clearer disciplinary boundaries
multiplication of disciplinary divisions (over 9000 recognized
“fields of knowledge”)

But also the development of corresponding
“interdisciplinary” communication channels...
j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk

X-disciplinarity (???)
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Increasing recognition of the need for x-disciplinary
approaches (also called by some “multiple
disciplinary”)



Confusion and overlapping (often contradicting)
definitions of “x=disciplinarity”, revealing the dynamic
and unsettled characteristic of the debate



With this warning in mind: mono-, cross-, multi-, pluri-,
inter-, trans-, and pos-disciplinarity
j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk

Mono disciplinarity
“Scientific disciplines are the eyes through which modern
society sees and forms its images about the world,
frames its experience, and learns, thus shaping its own
future or reconstituting the past. Disciplines are the
intellectual structures in which the transfer of knowledge
from one generation to the next is cast; that is, they
shape the entire system of education. Likewise,
disciplines have a great impact on the structure of
occupations… Finally disciplines are not only intellectual
but also social structures, organisations of human
beings with vested interests… that shape and bias their
views on the relative importance of their knowledge…. In
all these functions, scientific disciplines constitute the
modern social order of knowledge (Weingart & Stehr,
2000).
26
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Mono disciplinarity


Disciplines are branches of knowledge, instruction, or
learning (e.g. geography, history, politics or sociology)



Each discipline is grounded on (epistemologies) a
number of assumptions about the possibility of
producing knowledge and about the ways (methods) to
produce such knowledge



Differences between disciplines originate in
differences in their theories of instruction and learning
 “epistemological

27

distance” between disciplines
j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk

(Mono) disciplinarity
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Individual disciplines, their
“epistemologies”, “methods” and “objects”
A

B

C

D

M

M

M

M

O

O

O

O

E

M

O

j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk

(Mono) disciplinarity and “objects” of knowledge example
Sociology

History

Assumptions about the
possibility to know the
“social”

Assumptions about the
possibility to know the
“human past”

Systematic
observation;
“data”
collection;
analysis ,
etc.
Social agents, regularities,
interactions, figurations,
structures

29

Study of
documents,
evidence;
interpretation of
the past

The human past. Past events,
processes, patterns, their
interrelations

j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk

Cross-disciplinarity

Concerned with crossing disciplinary
boundaries and opening up new frontiers
of knowledge
Assumption that many ‘real world’ problems
cannot be understood or explained from
within individual disciplines
Several ‘levels’ of cross-disciplinarity...
30
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Cross-disciplinarity


The basic level consists in the transfer of methods or
research tools between disciplines to develop a specific
research project or study, without further coordination (no
synthesis of knowledge)



A second level focuses on the synthesis of knowledge but
WITHIN the individual disciplines; it is more an enrichment of
a discipline’s scope through borrowing from others



The third level “overtly challenges disciplinarity through
transdisciplinarity (a search for a unified theory of knowledge)
and critical interdisciplinarity (it seeks critical and
transformative knowledge rather than unification)” (Grigg et
al, 2003)

31
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Cross-disciplinarity (another classification)


Level one: Multidisciplinary. Researchers work in parallel or
sequentially from disciplinary specific base to address a common
problem. The total result of the research effort appears as the sum of
the partial efforts with a low level of further integration



Level two: Interdisciplinary. Researchers work jointly but still from
disciplinary-specific basis in interactive modes of operation in order to
address a common problem. Integration efforts are given care and
interest but not to the extent that the “input” competences have lost
their specificities.



Level three: Transdisciplinary. Researchers work jointly using shared
conceptual frameworks that are specifically designed for the purpose
of a particular research endeavour and drawing together disciplinaryspecific theories, concepts, and approaches to address a common
problem.

Rosenfeld, 1992
32
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Multi-disciplinarity

“Multidisciplinary research involves people from
different fields co-operating, working together
towards a common goal but staying within
the boundaries of their own fields. They may
reach a point where, because of the
restrictions and limitations of their disciplines,
they cannot make further progress. They
may then be forced to work at the fringes of
their fields, and forge new ones. At this point
the research becomes interdisciplinary”
(Grigg et al, 2003)

33
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Inter-disciplinarity

“An interdisciplinary group consists of
persons trained in different fields of
knowledge or disciplines with different
concepts, methods, data and terms,
organised into a common effort on a
common problem with sustained
intercommunication among the
participants from the different disciplines”
(OECD, 1998).
34
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On the difference between multi- and inter-disciplinarity
“While multidisciplinarity and interdisciplinarity both
require more than the combination of two or more
disciplines in research, their meanings are distinct.
Interdisciplinary research requires that individuals be
fluent in the disciplines considered and therefore
requires a considerable investment.
Multidisciplinarity, the most common form of
interdisciplinarity, is practised in teams. The role of
members is to be disciplinarians, but also to be aware
of the basic assumptions of their disciplines and
consider differences among disciplines legitimate”
(Congress of the Social Sciences and Humanities, 1998)

35
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Trans-disciplinarity

“There are several definitions of
transdisciplinarity but it is generally
described as a specific form of
interdisciplinarity in which boundaries
between and beyond disciplines are
transcended and knowledge and
perspectives from different scientific
disciplines as well as non-scientific sources
are integrated”
(Pereira and Funtowicz 2005)

36
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Trans-disciplinarity

“Transdisciplinarity focuses on complex
problems in society that need a combined
effort of researchers of different disciplines
and stakeholders from society, policy and
industry” (Merkx et al, 2007).

37
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Post-disciplinarity
Post-disciplinary studies emerge when scholars forget
about disciplines and whether ideas can be identified
with any particular one; they identify with learning rather
than with disciplines. They follow ideas and connections
wherever they lead instead of following them only as far
as the border of their discipline. It doesn't mean
dilettantism or eclecticism, ending up doing a lot of things
badly. It differs from those things precisely because it
requires us to follow connections. One can still study a
coherent group of phenomena, in fact since one is not
dividing it up and selecting out elements appropriate to a
particular discipline, it can be more coherent than
disciplinary studies.
Sayer, 1999
38
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More on x-disciplinarity



Center for the Study of Interdisciplinarity,
University of North Texas (http://csid.unt.edu/)



International Centre for Transdisciplinary
Research (CIRET)
(http://basarab.nicolescu.perso.sfr.fr/ciret/english/indexen.htm)

39
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What is the specificity of sociology in this emerging field?
Updating the scheme … (still simplified)
Physics/Chemistry

Biology
Molecular structures
Ecology

Pollution,
Environmental
degradation

Environmental studies

Nature/nurture

Sociology
Engineering
Research common ground

Environmental
governance

Infrastructure,
technology
Public Policy

Social processes and
structures

Political
Science
Human
ecology

Health

Territories

Law,
Administration

Markets/space
Geography

Adapted from Benton and Redclift

Economy

j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk

Risk/value

Anthropology

The case of water inequality


There is a world “water crisis”



The causes of the “crisis” are not technical or
natural/climatic, but rather social and political



The “water crisis” is an expression of underlying
socio-economic inequalities and power asymmetries



Need to support initiatives seeking to reverse existing
water inequality and injustice




while opposing those that contribute to worsening inequalities

“Governance” and citizenship
j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Water inequality
“There is enough water for everyone.
The problem we face today is largely
one of governance: equitably sharing
this water while ensuring the
sustainability of natural ecosystems. At
this point in time, we have not yet
achieved this balance.”
UNESCO, Second World Water Report, 2006

j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Brief review on “difference” and “inequality”
“difference” as dissimilarity
individual

sex, age, height, income, skin colour, ethnic origin,
education level, professional achievement, etc.

collective

height average or predominant skin colour of a
given ethnic group
infant mortality rates or life expectancy of a given
socio-economic group
average earnings or probability to become a
“property owner” of a given social group (ethnic
minorities, women, non-skilled workers, etc.)

13/06/2011
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Rival explanations of social inequality


Controversial explanations of the
sources of and the interrelations
between “difference” and “inequality”



Innate (essentialist) vs social
explanations



Individualist vs structuralist
explanations

13/06/2011
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Innate or essentialist explanations


Inequality would be innate (e.g. determined by genetic
endowment)


e.g. Richard Herrnstein and Charles Murray’s The Bell Curve:
Intelligence and Class Structure in American Life (1994)



They argue that current inequalities in US rates of individual
success and failure can be largely explained by “inherited class
and racial disparities in intelligence”



Therefore, they reject remedial policies such as affirmative
action (the inequalities would be innate and therefore not
amenable to amelioration by policy reforms)

13/06/2011
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Source: http://www.indiana.edu/~intell/bellcurve.shtml#introduction
13/06/2011
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A sociological approach to “uneven
distributions”


Rejection of “innate” (e.g. genetic endowment) factors
in the explanation of social inequality


Example: differences in height as a measure of social
inequality



the genetic endowment sets limits to the variation in the height
distribution across human populations




e.g. as a group pygmies have a lower average height than other
human groups

however, factors like nutritional deprivation (associated to
income distribution and degree of access to essential goods
and services) have a specific (negative) impact on adult health,
body height and size, and life expectancy

13/06/2011
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A sociological approach to “uneven distributions” …


… differences in height …


Variation between the heights of individuals
within a subpopulation is largely dependent on
differences in their genetic endowment



Variation in height between the means of groups
of individuals within an ethnically homogenous
population reflects the cumulative nutritional,
hygienic, disease, and stress experience of each
of these groups
Tanner, 1994 (see Tilly, 1999)

13/06/2011
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A sociological approach to “uneven distributions” …

Other examples …
Health inequalities (e.g. measured by
infant mortality rates of different social
groups)
Correlation between inequalities in Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) and life
expectancy across countries
13/06/2011
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Gross domestic product per person in US dollars and life expectancy
in 155 countries, circa 1993

Lynch, J. W et al. BMJ 2000;320:1200-1204
http://bmj.bmjjournals.com/cgi/content/full/320/7243/1200/F1

13/06/2011
Copyright ©2000 BMJ Publishing Group Ltd.
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Sociological explanations of social inequality


Explanations of social inequality in different traditions
of sociological thought (a few examples, with some
overlapping between them)


Social Darwinism



Historical materialism



Functionalism and structural-functionalism



Cultural/historical analysis



Methodological individualism



Conflict theory

13/06/2011
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Back to biological determinism and sociology


Social Darwinism
 Herbert

Spencer (1820-1903) and organismic visions
of human society


analysis of society by analogy with a living organism that
evolves through a process of increasing structural
complexity and functional differentiation



but while in living matter the parts exist to benefit the whole,
society exists for the benefit of its individual members



survival of the fittest principle

13/06/2011
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Herbert Spencer’s Social Darwinism


Individual freedom as the central principle


Law as an encroachment on individual freedom



Inequality as the necessary consequence of individual
freedom



Notion of function derived from biology


Functions as fulfilling the survival needs of the system
(society)



Social inequality as a function needed to ensure the survival of
human society

13/06/2011
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Marx: Historical Materialism


Rejection of Social Darwinism and biological determinism



Inequality as the consequence of historically-specific social processes





Social inequality in slavery-based societies has different causes and
mechanisms than in feudal or capitalist societies



Structural socio-economic inequalities (e.g. in the ownership of the means of
production)

Class inequality as a requirement of capitalist society


parallel with the notion of function



but for Marx class inequality is not natural, it is a social construction


class struggles to erase class inequality



predicted breakdown of the capitalist system leading to the classless society

13/06/2011
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Emile Durkheim’s functional analysis


Emile Durkheim (1858-1917) rejected Spencer’s Social
Darwinism


Organismic understanding of society




the parts (individuals, families, groups, etc.) play roles (functions)
to guarantee social order and system survival

Inequality as a consequence of the social division of
labour


Rejection of innate/biological or psychological (individualistic)
roots of inequality



Social Inequality as a social function to preserve social
order/equilibrium

13/06/2011
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Structural functionalism and inequality


Talcott Parsons, Kingsley Davis, Robert Merton (1950s1970s)


Inequality as a function of social order and stability



Social inequality as “an unconsciously evolved device by
which societies ensure that the most important positions are
conscientiously filled by the most qualified persons" (Davis
and Moore)



E.g. the unequal functional importance of different
jobs/positions is matched with unequal rewards and incentives


Hierarchy of rewards and social stratification



Motivation, fulfilment of societal needs

13/06/2011
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Structural functionalism and inequality
 Social

change (changes in the social
structure), may render some activities/roles
dysfunctional


society’s needs and requirements are
transformed (may lead to anomie)

 Lack

of adaptation to/breakdown in the
social consensus


13/06/2011

share of values and common interests across
social groups)
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Cultural and historical explanations


Max Weber (1864-1920)
 The

Protestant Ethic and the development of
capitalism

13/06/2011



Puritanism (economic success as mark of God’s blessing)



individual diligence (hard work leading to higher
productivity)



Asceticism leading to savings and investment culture

j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Max Weber …


Interplay of individual agency and social
structures
 Inequality


economic power




Inequalities of social status (status as a social resource)

Political power


13/06/2011

class inequalities based on unequal access to resources

Social power




and social power

Inequalities in the exercise of political power by parties,
interests groups and other politically motivated agents
j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Methodological individualism


Partly inspired in Weber but strongly influenced by
individualistic 19th century liberalism


Social life in general (and social inequalities included) would
result from the actions of self-motivated, interest-seeking
independent individuals



Inequality and its consequences (e.g. poverty) would be the
result of

13/06/2011



individual “choice” or at best



the logical outcome (even if unintended) of rational individual
choices

j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Critical systemic theories


Inspired in Marx but also influenced by Weber


Social life (and inequalities included) would result from selfperpetuating social structures




social relations, groups, institutions, organizations, etc.

Marx’s thesis of social relations subject to structural change


e.g. capitalist relations of production superseding feudal
relations, etc.




Changing, evolving forms of inequality determined by structural changes

Contemporary conflict theories


Barrington Moore, Charles Tilly

13/06/2011
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Contemporary conflict theories


Focus on systemic, categorical inequality



“institutionally created and supported forms on inequality”


Moore, 1998



“socially organized differences in well-being”



“Long-lasting systematic inequalities in life chances” that
distinguish “members of different socially defined categories of
persons”



“Inequalities that last from one social interaction to the next”,
especially those that “persist over whole careers, lifetimes, and
organizational histories”
Tilly, 1999

13/06/2011
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Sources of inequality in historical perspective
Inequalities arising from


governing or establishing social control over people


Coordination through “command-obedience” relationships





risk control and management


Control over the “unexpected”





“benign and gentle forms” (e.g. legitimate authority)
“force and fraud” (e.g. domination by imposition)

religion
scientific and technical knowledge, technology

distribution of goods (and bads) and resources
Moore, 1998

13/06/2011
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Uneven distribution of goods and resources


Structural, socially re-produced boundaries for the control of
value-generating resources by certain groups to the expense of
rival groups




Autonomous goods




e.g. land, natural resources, populations, knowledge, technology,
infrastructure, institutions, capital, etc.

Observable without reference to other elements (e.g. amounts of food
or volumes of water available in a given area; wealth, health, income,
etc.)

Relative (or positional) goods


Observable only in relation to other elements (e.g. prestige, power,
etc.)

13/06/2011
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Uneven distribution of goods and resources …


Examples of past or current existing
“boundaries” between categorical pairs
 landowners

/ landless peasants
 masters /slaves
 capitalists / proletarians
 whites / non whites
 males / females, and children
 Citizens / non citizens
 Developed / underdeveloped (countries, regions)

13/06/2011
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Mechanisms for establishing and reproducing
the “boundaries” of inequality


Exploitation




Opportunity “hoarding”




Inter-class (vertical) inequality. Control of the value-producing
means and imposition of unequal distribution of benefits (Marx)

Intra-class (horizontal) inequality. Competition between wageearners or otherwise “exploited” groups, whereby a fraction of
the larger group is able to extract a “surplus” from the rest
(examples from mining industries)

Emulation and adaptation of these mechanisms
(replication)
See Tilly, 1999
13/06/2011
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Environmental injustice and social inequality
Categories of negatively affected people identified by:


Class “Uneven distributions of […] environmental
hazards and their long-term corrosion of health and
life quality stem from the inequalities of socioeconomic and political power” (Bob Edwards, quoted in Dobson,
1998)



Race (e.g. the racial composition of a community as
the principal predictor of environmental inequality
[e.g. the spatial location of hazardous waste dumping
sites]”, Edwards, 1995)



Gender (e.g. the “grassroots” composition of the
environmental justice movement in the US, especially
working class women, Gibbs, 1994)

13/06/2011
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Environmental injustice - explanations


Malicious conspiracy (deliberate attempts at
covering up the facts, e.g. food poisoning) (Gould
and Goldman)



Profit motive (environmental injustice as a form of
capitalist expropriation) (Perfecto)



Cultural insensitivity (e.g. standard setting
disregarding local or regional specificities) (White)



The “treadmill of production” theory (Schnaiberg)



….

13/06/2011
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The realism /
constructivism debate

13/06/2011
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Do you mean “social” construction?

Brainstorming …
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Social or natural “construction”?

http://www.unep.org/vitalwater/30-aral-seachronology.htm
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Once we begin to speak of people
mixing their labour with the earth, we are
in a whole world of new relations
between people and nature and to
separate natural history from social
history becomes extremely problematic

Raymond Williams
Problems of Materialism and Culture
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Do you mean “social” construction?



The realism / constructivism divide
 Related

to characteristic dichotomic thinking in
the social sciences
nature
 non-human
 object
 …
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-

culture
human
subject
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Do you mean “social” construction?


Linked to the debate on social science’s
“exemptionalist” paradigm
 Jaeger:

“there may have been a time when
human ecological systems were embedded in
natural ecosystems; today the opposite is the
case: all existing natural ecosystems are
embedded in the global human ecological
system”

 Murphy:

“human constructors who neglect the
ecological system operating behind their backs
do so at the risk of unintentional human selfdestruction”
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“pre-ecological” social science? (Murphy)


Berger and Luckmann classical (1966) book on The
Social Construction of Reality


“sociology of knowledge” tradition



“the basic contentions of this book are […] that reality is
socially constructed and that the sociology of knowledge
must analyze the processes in which this occurs”



“[we] define ‘reality’ as a quality appertaining to phenomena
that we recognize as having a being independent of our own
volition (we cannot ‘wish them away’)”



“all non-human animals, as species and as individuals, live in
closed worlds whose structures are predetermined by the
biological equipment of the several animal species. By
contrast, man’s relationship to his environment is
characterized by world-openness”
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Do you mean “social” construction?


We need now “a measure of detachment”
Norbert Elias, “Involvement and Detachment”



Exercise 1 – quantities



Number of rice grains that can be fitted in a glass






Min
Max
Mean

Preliminary conclusions
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Do you mean “social” construction?
Exercise 2 – how does a crawling
crawl ?
 “Learning

to crawl is a key milestone in your baby's
life. Your baby will have already learnt to sit without
support and roll; crawling is the next step. If you
look at most formal developmental milestone and
learning scales, you may find that crawling is left off
of them. This is due to the wide range of times and
methods babies may use to learn to crawl.”


 Fine,
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http://www.askbaby.com/topic/baby-crawling.htm

but how does the baby crawl … ?
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Do you mean “social” construction?


Exercise 2 – the crawling baby …
 Expected:

3 types of answers:

A = very rare or none = Z
B = minority of cases = N
C = predominant way = X
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Do you mean “social” construction?


Some conclusions from the exercises




Long-standing debate but key authors and schools of thought
not always properly (if at all) acknowledged (e.g. Piaget, Elias)
the problematic character of the subject-object relationship



influence of social [historically specific] contexts on how
“reality” is perceived/conceptualized



pre-existence (and development) of cognitive structures that
allow the subject to “grasp consciousness”, to conceptualize


the object



and the interaction between subject and object
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Back to social science and the environment
Polarities in the realism/constructivism debate
“reality” as a
social
construction
independent

Social
constructivism
as
oversocialization
of ecological
processes

from physicalnatural processes

“Mary Midgley believed that a fish is always a fish, but she was wrong. A fish is only a fish
if it is socially classified as one […] animals are indeed a blank paper which can be
inscribed with any message, and symbolic meaning, that the social wishes” (Tester 1991)

“In the case of environmental issues this approach has the consequence of bracketing out
of sociological analysis any consideration of the objective conditions’ which give rise to
environmental concern” (Benton 1994)
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Some aspects of the debate


Constructionism and “areas of explanation”
(Yearley)


the “construction” of particular environmental
problems


The Brent Spar example (1995)


http://www.greenpeace.org/international/about/history/the-brentspar

 The

“construction” of the environment as an arena of
social action, including what is counted “in” and “out”
… how conceptions are shaped


The need for “surrogates” in environmental campaigns
(wildlife; health)
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http://environment.guardian.co.uk/conservation/story/0,,1925584,
00.html
82
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Constructionism and “areas of explanation” …
 The

role of “construction” in the case of
scientific arguments


E.g. the notion of biodiversity as socially
constructed
Diversity between and within ecosystems and habitats
 diversity of species
 genetic variation within species




Lack of data at the global level and dependency on
locally based knowledges to “measure” biodiversity
Yearley
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Strands of “constructionism



“Mild” or “contextual”
vs
“radical” or “extreme” social constructionism
 Mild

constructionism would:



Draw attention to social processes (development of
institutions, epistemologies, knowledges) but retain a
distinction between the social and the natural worlds



Have “meaning” as the key element:

13/06/2011



social objects must be meaningful



while material objects become meaningful when incorporated
into the social domain
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Strands …
 Contextual



13/06/2011

constructionism would

Maintain a distinction between


Claims and beliefs maintained by social actors about
certain conditions (e.g. global warming)



Actual knowledge about these conditions
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Strands …


In contrast, “radical” or “extreme” social
constructionism would
 Deny

the existence of a divide between the
social and the natural
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Social constructions not just of institutions but
also of material things and facts



Science and representation as preceding (and
thus creating) “reality” (Latour, Woolgar)



“The end of nature” (McKibben)
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“radical” or “extreme” social constructionism …


Would
 Not

accept that the “truth” about social conditions
can be known


At best would consider that material conditions are of no
interest unless they are the subject of actor’s claims

 However,

extreme constructionism would be



“a radical scepticism about ontological claims”



and not “an ontological claim about the non-existence of
[environmental] reality
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The politics of constructionism …


Critical realists argue that extreme constructionism
leads to political inertia


Oversocialization (Benton) and reducing environmental change
to its symbolic meaning (Newby)


preclude research and action on actual environmental processes



is inherently conservative:
if all truths claims have validity, then there is no basis for endorsing
some over others, and thus no basis for becoming proactive (Dunlap
and Catton)



One counter-argument is that the “realities” or scientific
“proofs” used by all sides in environmental disputes are
actually constructed …
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Beyond constructivism and realism …




Beyond considering nature as


either the material conditions of existence



or a set of culturally generated symbols

Notion of co-evolution (Norgaard) between culture and
environment


Human beings as organically embodied and ecologically
embedded (Benton)
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Notion of agroecosystem (modified natural ecosystems)



Industrial metabolism (set of physico-chemical transformations
that convert raw materials into products and wastes)
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Beyond constructivism and realism …


Macnaghten and Urry:


Need to concentrate on embedded social practices constituted
through


Discourse (how people, speak, write, construct …)



Embodiment (human sense or experience of natural processes)



Space (conceptualisations of local, national and global forms of
nature)



Time (changing ideas about the immediacy o longevity of
environmental processes)



Models of human activity (theories and practices)
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Beyond constructivism and realism …
Irwin:
 Notion

of hybrid or co-constructed character of
social and environmental processes


Interest in how hybrid environmental issues are coconstructed

 Need
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to explore



the institutional context in which environmental processes
are defined and dealt with



The technological mediation between nature and society
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Beyond constructivism and realism …




The social and the natural weaved into a seamless
fabric by complex mediations and networks


Collectivities encompassing people, things, and machines



Politics is no longer just about what occurs between people but
includes the relationship with “quasi-objects”

Need to make these “hybrids” of nature, culture,
science and technology “thinkable” in order to see


where responsibility lies
 what stories need to be told
 what consequences we need to face and tackle
Latour; Haraway
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A statement from critical political ecology


Explaining the many ways in which nature is constructed and reconstructed



How the environments and bodies that we inhabit are





fabricated at different levels
through multiple relations
by various actors
as the effects of different forms of social power



The remaking of nature becomes a focal point for a nexus of political-economic
relations, social identities, cultural orderings, and political aspirations



Nature is constructed both materially and semiotically; what matters is what kinds
of natures we make



Nature is more than ever a distinctively capitalist nature, one made and remade as
a commodity form within the specific logics of capitalist production, and
competition and accumulation


For this reason Marxist political economy offers indispensable critical resources for
making sense of and contesting those logics
Braun and Castree
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The structure / agency
debate
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Brainstorming …

agency / structure
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http://www.guardian.co.

uk/katrina
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Global warming: agency and structure?


Kyoto agreement?



http://www.cato.org/pub_display.php?pub
_id=4638



http://www.cato.org/pub_display.php?pub
_id=1167&full=1
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The agency – structure divide


Agency (often meaning social action)
 Emphasis on social action
 resulting from free will
 volition of individual actors



as undetermined

Structure
 Conditions

that determine social action beyond
individual will and reasoning
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Constraints and enablements (Archer)
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The agency – structure divide …


Closely connected with the constructivism/
realism debate
 (e.g.

the exercise with quantities = social structures
conditioning individual perception and expression
towards “the average”)

 But

13/06/2011

distinct:



Social constructionism can be both predicated on agency
(human free will and volition) or structures (e.g. cultural
structure; psycho-social structures, etc.)



Conversely, “non human” or “hybrid” entities and
processes are said to have “agency” (Latour)
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Underlying polarity in the agency/structure
debate

Individual agency as

Structure as determining
(driving or constraining)

undetermined

human action
(individual and collective)

and the sole driving force
of human action
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Agency – structure interactions


“how structures are variously held to
influence agents is dependent upon what
‘structure’ and ‘agency’ are held to be. There
is no ontological consensus whatsoever
about what they are within social theory



the sole and slim agreement is that in some
sense ‘structure’ is objective, whilst in some
sense ‘agency’ entails subjectivity”
Archer
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Underlying polarity …




Methodological individualism


The individual as an independent, rational actor, making choices between alternative
possibilities



Explanation of social phenomena should be derived from the characteristics/actions of
individuals

Methodological holism


Social entities as distinct totalities that cannot be understood as the sum of their
individual components



Systemic explanations




social systems

Attempts to develop theories that bridge or “transcend” the polarity
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Structure and agency in social theory
Macro (system) causes

Macro (system) outcomes

Micro (individual) causes

Micro (individual) actions
Adapted from Abell (ColemanLindenberg scheme)
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Weber and methodological individualism


Max Weber (considered by some the father of
methodological individualism)


focused on the process of rational
differentiation of society
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The institutionalization of rational differentiation
in art, law, economy



The disenchantment of the world; the
bureaucratization process, etc.
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Weber …


Weber gave a more important role to individual agency
(purposeful action, meaning)


concerning with the interpretive understanding of social action
and thereby with a causal explanation of its course and
consequences



We shall speak of ‘action’ insofar as the acting individual
attaches a subjective meaning to its behavior –be it overt or
covert, omission or acquiescence.



Action is ‘social’ insofar as its subjective meaning takes
account of the behavior of others and is thereby oriented in its
course
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Methodological individualism: rational choice
theory


Rational choice theory is based on two central
assumptions: methodological individualism and
purposeful action


Methodological individualism: Social outcomes result from
actions taken by rational, individual social agents



Purposeful action: Agents are rational in the sense that they
have goals which, given the physical environment within
which they operate and their expectations of other agents,
they purposefully seek to fulfil



Elements for a theory of rational action found in Utilitarianism
(J S Mill; Bentham), social Darwinism (Spencer), Marx,
Simmel, and Weber but Vilfred Pareto as main source for
theorizing inter-actor exchanges (Abell)
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Agency-based social theory explanations
1

Macro (system) causes

Macro (system) outcomes

4

2

Micro (individual) causes

3

Micro (individual) actions
Preferred explanations
in methodological
individualism

Types of explanation for social action
1.
2.
3. Micro-micro inter-relationships (e.g. individual values cause
individual practices re. the environment)

Adapted from Abell (ColemanLindenberg scheme)

4. Micro to macro (e.g. individual environmental practices cause
changes in global environmental institutions and values)
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Methodological “anti-individualism”


Classical anti-individualist approaches
 Marx

in his debate with Utilitarianism and classical
economists


The critique of “Robinsonades” (the Robin Crusoe
approaches to explaining social action)

“[our] method of approach is not devoid of premises.
It starts out from the real premises and does not
abandon them for a moment. Its premises are men,
not in any fantastic isolation and rigidity, but in
their actual, empirically perceptible process of
development under definite conditions.”
Marx, The German Ideology
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Methodological “anti-individualism”

“Men make their own history, but they do not
make it as they please; they do not make it
under self-selected circumstances, but
under circumstances existing already, given
and transmitted from the past. The tradition
of all dead generations weighs like a
nightmare on the brains of the living”
Marx, The Eighteenth Brumaire
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Methodological “anti-individualism”


Classical anti-individualist approaches …
 Durkheim

with the notion of social facts as
independent from individual manifestations

 Critical
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Theory (Frankfurt School)



“Even the biographical single person represents a social
category” (context)



Adorno: “nature” as “nonidentity” = difference within (not
outside) human-nature mediations
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Methodological “anti-individualism” …


Marx and Durkheim proposed explanations of
social action and change based on the
process of functional differentiation of society
 The

institutionalization of production processes
leading to the social division of labour (Durkheim)
and to modes of production (Marx)
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Which in turn find expression at the individual level in the
forms of anomie, alienation, etc.
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Structure and agency in sociological theory
1

Macro (system) causes

Macro (system) outcomes

4

2

Micro (individual) causes

3

Micro (individual) actions

Types of explanation for social action
1. Macro/system inter-relationships (e.g. the capitalist system of production
causes global environmental depletion)
2. Macro to micro (e.g. capitalist ideology and processes determine
individual values re. the environment)
3. Micro-micro inter-relationships (e.g. individual values cause individual
practices re. the environment)
4. Micro to macro (e.g. individual environmental practices cause changes in
global environmental institutions and values)
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Preferred explanations
in methodological
holism
Preferred explanations
in methodological
individualism

Adapted from Abell (ColemanLindenberg scheme)
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Garret Hardin’s “The Tragedy of the Commons”
Science, 162(1968):1243-1248.

 http://dieoff.org/page95.htm
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Bridging/transcending the agency-structure
debate …?


Latour (actor-network theory – social studies of science)
[Murdoch]


The study of ecological phenomena requires an ecological
approach (co-constructionist)






Humans as part of a complex arrangement of heterogeneous
relations
Louis Pasteur’s discovery of the anthrax vaccine
Network of human (e.g. past scientists) and non-human (the
anthrax bacillus) actors

The human and non-human components of the network as
“exchanging” and enhancing their properties


Co-construction of the identities
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Pasteur becomes a great scientist
the anthrax bacillus becomes visible and autonomous
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Bridging/transcending the agency-structure
debate …?


Latour (actor-network theory – social studies of science)
[Murdoch]


The study of ecological phenomena requires an ecological
approach (co-constructionist)






Humans as part of a complex arrangement of heterogeneous
relations
Louis Pasteur’s discovery of the anthrax vaccine
Network of human (e.g. past scientists) and non-human (the
anthrax bacillus) actors

The human and non-human components of the network as
“exchanging” and enhancing their properties


Co-construction of the identities
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Pasteur becomes a great scientist
the anthrax bacillus becomes visible and autonomous
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Bridging/transcending the agency-structure
debate …?


Latour …
 Purposeful

action and intentionality are the
properties neither of humans or non humans

 They

are properties of institutions, apparatuses
(Foucault)
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“our general symmetry principle is thus not to alternate
between natural realism and social realism but to obtain
nature and society as the twin results of another activity
[…]. We call it network building, or collective things, or
quasi objects …” (Callon and Latour)
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Qualification of actor-network explanations


Hacking: heterogeneous relationships (as proposed
by Latour and others) rest on the roles played by
entities (e.g. human and non-human entities) with very
different qualities


interactive entities: humans can reflect upon their
incorporation of these socio-material relationships (networks)
and act in consequence




Role of language and culture as key differentiators and drivers

Indifferent entities: e.g. quarks are affected by human
knowledge about them, but not because they become aware of
the existence of this knowledge and act in consequence
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Calling a quark “quark” makes no difference to it
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A realist critique of “transcendence” …


“those who are for “transcendence” are
denying that objectivity and subjectivity refer
to causal powers that are irreducibly different
in kind and make relatively autonomous
contributions to social outcomes



structure and agency are […] distinct strata of
reality, […] bearers of quite different
properties and powers. Their irreductibility to
one another entails examining the interplay
between them”
Archer
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The limits of “transcendence” …


An important consequence of these criticisms for
ecological action:


Are humans nothing more than the networks in which they are
enmeshed or are they able to act autonomously from their
network affiliations? (Murdoch)



“Unless human beings are differentiated from other organic
and inorganic forms of being, they can be made no more liable
for the effects of their occupancy of the ecosystem than can
any other species, and it would make no more sense to call
upon them to desist from destroying nature than to call upon
cats to stop killing birds” (Soper)
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Alternative strategies


Nature, self and society (Elias)


“The immanent regularities of social figurations are identical
neither with regularities of the ‘mind’, of individual reasoning,
nor with regularities of what we call ‘nature’, even though
functionally all these different dimensions of reality are
indissolubly linked to each other”



“[The] basic tissue resulting from many single plans and
actions of men can give rise to changes and patterns that no
individual person has planned or created. From this
interdependence of people arises an order sui generis, an
order more compelling than the will and reason of the
individual people composing it. It is this order of interweaving
human impulses and strivings, this social order, which
determines the course of historical change”
(Elias)
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Nature, self and society (Elias)


Notion of “triad of controls”


controls over ‘non-human’ or ‘natural’ events



controls over ‘interpersonal’ or ‘social’ (inter human)
relationships



and controls over our own individual selves (intra human)



the establishment of human control over the physical-natural
domain analyzed as a double-sided process
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increases in control, largely intended



lead to increases in dependency, normally unintended
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Nature, self and society (Elias) …


Notion of “social figurations”
 Interdependence

of human beings
 Permanent state of flux of human figurations
(both ephemeral and profound changes)
 Autonomy from individual motives and
intentions
 Example

of dances (figurations independent
of individuals)
 Example of games (interdependence)
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Nature, self and society (Elias) …
“[The] basic tissue resulting from many single plans and
actions of men can give rise to changes and patterns
that no individual person has planned or created.
From this interdependence of people arises an order sui
generis, an order more compelling than the will and
reason of the individual people composing it.
It is this order of interweaving human impulses and
strivings, this social order, which determines the
course of historical change; it underlies the civilizing
process.”
Norbert Elias, The Civilizing Process
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Relevance for water research and policy

DISCUSSION
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